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Abstract
Reverse post-consumer logistics is a process that consists of returning certain goods to the production chain.
There is to provide an appropriate and sustainable destination for a series of items that would most likely be
discarded inappropriately. Since the sanction of the National Solid Waste Policy in 2010, it has been mandatory
for companies to structure reverse logistics programs and communicate to their consumers about what to do after
the end of their products. Four Brazilian companies in electric bicycle manufacturers have become the object of
this study. We did research through the consumer’s view of this good to diagnose the communication of reverse
logistics programs of the chosen companies. In addition, the study was complemented with an analysis of the
potential market, identifying whether reverse logistics is a competitive advantage. The results show that the four
studied companies are not in accordance with current legislation. Through the questionnaire results with 238
people, we conclude that it is a competitive advantage for the company to disclose the destination of its
post-consumption product.
Keywords: reverse logistics, communication, battery, electric bicycle, sustainability
1. Introduction
At the beginning of the 21st century, electric energy storage technologies passed through innovations capable of
bringing viability to the use of the electric vehicle as a means of transportation. Electric bicycles appear in this
panorama since they seek the concept of no emission of pollutants and greenhouse gases during their operation
(Cardoso, 2018).
According to the data from the Electric Bicycle Market Bulletin developed by Alliance Bike Brazil, there has
been an increase since 2016 in the electric bicycle market, reaching 32,110 new units in 2020. In 2021 the
projection varied from 39,500 to 43,000 units, increasing up to 34% (Alianca, 2021).
Despite the advantages, the batteries can take the discussion to a different path. It is the device that stores energy
and feeds the electric motor for motion generation. The life cycle is proportional to the number of recharges
carried out. The average durability is about three years, and it is necessary to replace the part (Mendes, 2021).
Thus, the concern to reverse logistics gains space in the discussion of environmental management. Reverse
logistics is an area of business logistics that plans and operates, controls the flow and return information of
after-sales and consumption goods through reverse distribution channels, adding the value of different nature:
economic, ecological, legal, Logistics, corporate image, and others (Leite, 2002).
The legislation is a means of stimulation and obligation for those responsible for acting in the management of
these products. Currently, the rule that deals with the disposal and disposal of batteries are resolution 401/2008
of the National Council of the Environment (CONAMA) and the National Policy on Solid Waste (PNRS). This is
Law 12,305/10, which aims at the national waste disposal organization. Its requirements include those
manufacturers, importers, distributors, traders, consumers, and the public have shared responsibility for the
waste arising from the post-consumer products (FIEP, 2013). With the PNRS, reverse logistics appears to enable
the reuse of solid waste from the country’s productive processes, reducing the amount incorrectly discarded
(MMA, 2016).
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According to NBR 10.004, batteries are classified as Class one Hazardous Waste. They are those materials that
pose risks to health and the environment, requiring special treatment and disposal according to their flammability
characteristics, corrosivity, and reactivity (ABNT, 2004). Companies must disclose information about their
products to guide their consumers on the correct destination and means to return the after-consumer goods.
2. Reverse Logistic
Reverse logistics is composed of several necessary processes. The goal is to restore a product that the client
wants to discard, reuse, or resell. The restoration of the product in the productive cycle is an influential process
since it enables to add value to the company (Fernandes, 2021). Reverse logistics is an area that is part of
business logistics. This area concerns the forms of return of a product, productive or business flow, to add value
to retardant of after-sales and post-consumer goods (Nikolaou, 2021).
According to Mattos (2020), post-consumer reverse logistics is a process that consists of returning goods to their
production chain after consumption. It offers a suitable and sustainable destination for several items that
otherwise would most likely be inadequately disposed of. Second (Alkahtani et al., 2021), reverse logistics (RLs)
refers to the set of activities needed by consumers to collect the product used for reuse, repair, remanufacturing,
recycling, or disposal of the used product.
For Leite (2017), reverse logistics increases the economic and environmental benefits of reuse and recycling
activities since most post-consumer materials have added value in the secondary market. Post-consumer reverse
distribution channels include returning end-of-life products, which must be recycled, reused, dismantled, or
disposed of correctly (Acosta, Wegner, & Padula, 2008).
Second (Moraes, Rocha, & Ewald, 2014), the main reason for carrying out post-consumer reverse logistics are
legal and environmental issues. In developed countries, three factors explain the greater interest of the business
community in the implementation of reverse logistics: ecological legislation, benefits for the company image,
and competitiveness. Nikolaou et al. (2021) added economic factors and environmental issues. Reverse logistics
can bring economic, social, and ecological benefits, positively influencing corporate image and customer
satisfaction (Fernandes et al., 2021).
To Stock and Mulki (2009), companies seeking to implement reverse logistics anticipate changes in
environmental legislation and adapt their processes to the new consumer profile, given the advance of green
marketing. When implementing reverse logistics in developing countries, some challenges are met: Lack of
economic incentives, legislation, law enforcement capacity, and lack of awareness of the population, according
to (Demajorovic, Augusto, & Souza, 2016).
Another challenge may be leadership and its lack of interest in this topic or disbelief in the importance of
communication. Communication favors work cooperation between those involved, mainly the final consumer.
The lack of awareness reports such as campaigns and promotional activities justifies the ineffectiveness of
reverse logistics programs. People must be informed and encouraged to return batteries at the end of their
lifespan (Demajouovic et al., 2012).
3. Integrated Marketing Communication (CIM)
The CIM is how companies seek to inform, persuade, and remind consumers, directly and indirectly, about
products and brand marketing. Integrated marketing strategies position content that the brand wishes to disclose
clearly, cohesive, and complete in different channels, so there is no different understanding of the purpose
(Demajouovic et al., 2012). For Villaverde (2019), Integrated marketing communications is the use of marketing
strategies to optimize the communication of a consistent message of the company’s brands.
Integrated Marketing Communications presents ways to gain consistency in the image of the product, brand, or
company, obtained through the planning of the message. Bernyte (2018) identified that one of the main reasons
companies adopt management practices in the environmental area is improving image and reputation. The
practice of green marketing is decisive for this goal to be answered. The image improvement of a company is
linked to the differentials and values added to the products.
According to Kliatchko (2008), four pillars are based on the CIM, which are part of the communication
coordination process, with its target audience as guidance. The pillars are Stakeholders, Content, Channels, and
Results; together, they achieve the objectives of the CIM. The first, Stakeholder, refers to the various audiences
interacting with the company. It encompasses current and future customers, consumers, government agencies,
employees, managers, and others who interact directly or indirectly.
Kotler and Keller (2013) say that the content pillar is a way to attract audiences. In this pillar, the content must
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be creative, persuasive, and planned so that the message is encouraged to the consumer and makes him
understand that it is part of the company’s value. The Channels pillar encompasses the means of contact so that
the consumer has access to the message that wants to be passed. The content pillar is interconnected with the
channel pillar, as the company must offer through channels the content that consumers are looking for.
The last pillar of the CIM, Results, focuses on assessing how the communication programmer impacted the
people who received the information. The evaluation has a feature known as the Key Performance Indicator
(KPI). In the case of evaluating the results of the communication of reverse logistics programs, the most
appropriate indicator is behavior to assess the change and trend of consumer behavior.
The four pillars build the goal of the CIM to create a strategy to generate an image that shapes the behavior of
the target audience (Bernyte, 2018). Thus, the planning of mandatory communication established by PNRS,
based on CIM, becomes the primary strategy to bring the necessary knowledge to consumers (Stock & Mulki,
2009).
4. The Research
This article aims to identify how certain companies’ manufacturers of electric bicycles in Brazil communicate to
their consumers the existence of reverse logistics programs and strategies for the batteries of their bicycles after
the end of the life cycle useful product.
The study universe is the electric bicycle market in Brazil. The chosen companies are: Lev Bicicletas, Sousa
Motos, Rio South and Bicicletas Blitz. The study was conducted around the information on the disposal of
electric batteries passed on to consumers.
On the following topics are the detailed search results for each channel.
4.1 Canal Website
This research aimed to find information on discarding and recycling electrical batteries, the fate of the material
that will be collected, maleficence about the incorrect disposal, and the benefits of reverse logistics. The website
search was done with each page, tab, and document analysis.
According to Table 1, the analysis of the websites shows that none of the companies studied openly present any
information regarding the reverse logistics, disposal, or recycling of electric bicycle batteries.
Table 1. The arrangement of channels
Informations about:
Reverse logistics on the homepage
Disposal of batteries on the home page
Recycling of batteries on the homepage
Disposal of batteries on the site
Recycling of batteries on the site
Programs of reverse logistics
Battery Discard Places
Destination of product collected
Detrimental effects of inadequate disposal of batteries
Benefits of recycling for the environment
Source: Own elaboration according to websites.

Blitz

Lev Bicicletas

Rio South

Sousa Motos

No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

When accessing each tab of the sites, the company Blitz was the only one who presented battery disposal
information on the “Blog” tab. Despite knowing, the company leaves vague as disposal and recycling are done
and does not quote any reverse logistics program or destination of the products collected.
About the harmful effects of inappropriate disposal, the company did not mention the effects of the type of
battery marking, which is the lithium battery. None of the websites presented any information about the benefits
of recycling.
4.2 Electronic Mail Channel
Through e-mail, a guide of questions was prepared that seeks to answer questions about the existence of reverse
logistics programs, disposal and destination of electric bicycle batteries, and knowledge about the current
legislation. The e-mail addresses were made available on the websites. The itinerary has the questions presented
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down.
•

How can I discard the battery of my electric bicycle?

•

Are there any programs of logistics reverse of these batteries?

•

What is the destiny of the discarded batteries?

•

Do you recycle the batteries? How is it performed?

• In case there is an outsourced company, how do they discard them? What are the names of the enterprise, and
in which periodicity the batteries are collected?
•

Are the enterprises aware of the Brazilian Law n. 12.305/10 (National Politics of Solid Residues - PNRS)?

Sousa Motos, replied that the partner companies’ resellers of batteries have registration at IBAMA (Brazilian
Institute of the Environment and Renewable Natural) and are authorized to collect, route, and recycle the
batteries of electric bicycles. The value of the scrap price for recycling was reported, but there was no
explanation of the process.
Lev Bicicletas responded that it is responsible for all the bicycle parts, so the disposal should be done in their
stores. After collecting, an unnamed partner collects and evaluates the condition of the battery components. If
they are damaged, they are sent to specific disposal points. In case of good condition, they are reused in smaller
factories.
The companies Blitz and Rio South did not respond, demonstrating the lack of effectiveness of the message on
this channel.
4.3 Canal SAC
For the SAC, the employees responsible for the care of each company were interviewed. The same script was
applied via e-mail, through contact via phone, or Whatsapp made available on websites.
The contact with Blitz was on Whatsapp. They say that the disposal of batteries should be done in their physical
stores. The official said he has no type of reverse logistics program and is unaware of the legislation. After the
consumer is disposed of in their store, the batteries are forwarded to the responsibility of the third-party company,
Energy Source. This company will continue the disposal process by making the withdrawal of Blitz physical
stores. The outsourced company does the battery recycling procedure by Whatsapp.
The Lev reported that the battery could be left in one of its stores, and a third-party company, whose name is
unknown, disposed of it after collecting the batteries in the stores. It was not informed if the contracted company
carried out the recycling of batteries, and there is no reverse logistics program. The official did not know the
legislation.
The Sousa Motos was contacted through the phone available on its website. As their factory is in Manaus, they
said to dispose of their batteries; you must send them to their address. The customer pays the cost. It is not
detailed if the recycling is done. The employee had knowledge about the PNRS.
No contact with Rio South. The phone was not working.
4.4 Technical Support
Following the electronic mail channel and SAC route, an interview was done with the employees present in the
store to evaluate this channel.
At the Rio South store, employees reported that disposal should be done in one of their stores. A third-party
company collects and recycles the functional parts of the battery. There is no reverse logistics program. The
employees did not know about the legislation.
In the Lev Bicicletas shop, it was answered that the disposal must be carried out in any of their stores or should
be contacted by the service for the collection of parts made available for free. Each month the subsidiaries
forward their batteries to a third-party company. They detailed that the company evaluates the components,
reuses those in good condition, and makes the correct disposal of the remaining components. There are no
reverse logistics programs, and employees are unaware of the legislation.
Sousa Motos technical assistance was present. The employee said to dispose of it just dropped in the store and
they forward to the factory in Manaus. The official revealed that he did not have detailed information on the
disposal or recycling of these batteries. There is no knowledge of reverse logistics programs or legislation.
Blitz’s technical assistance employee reported that the batteries must be forwarded to one of the units. Every
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month, an outsourced coompany unknoown to them reealizes the colllection of these batteries andd makes the co
orrect
recycling and destinatioon of the waaste. There arre no reverse logistics programs or knoowledge about the
legislationn of the intervieewee.
4.5 Questiionnaire
This researrch was perforrmed with a saample of indiviiduals willing to answer a quuestionnaire thhat seeks to respond
to the dispposal means off electrical battteries after thee end of their use, in additioon to assessingg their initiativ
ves in
search of iinformation onn the subject annd carrying ouut a market anaalysis potentiall market with ppossible consu
umers.
The questiionnaire soughht the public w
who has electriic bicycles or is interested inn buying them
m. Disclosed on the
date of Noovember 22, 20021, obtained 2238 respondennts.
Figure 1 shhows that amoong the responddents, 88.2 % reside in the southeast regioon of Brazil, foollowed by 5.9 % in
the south region, the weestern center iin 3.4 % of thhe region, and 2.6 % dividedd between thee regions north
h and
northeast.

Figgure 1. Regionn of Brazil wheere you live
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

r
of familyy income of thhe intervieweess; 69.1% havee their family iincome above three
Figure 2 illlustrates the range
minimum wages, demonnstrating that soocial class andd having an eleectric bicycle ccan be interconnnected.

Figure 2. Family incoome range of tthe intervieweees
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

Table 2 shhows that 31 haave or had an eelectric bicyclee among all respondents.
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Table 2. Consumers or potential
p
consuumers (responddents)
Do you h
have or have you had an electric b
bicycle?
Yes
31
13.0%
No
207
87.0%
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

Among thhe 31 who ansswered “Yes”” to the previoous question, it can be obsserved in Figuure 3 that 18 have
completedd higher educattion. This will analyze whethher schooling iis related to ennvironmental aawareness.

Figure 3. Eduucation of connsumers
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

The age raange of the 31 respondentss who own eleectric bikes is diversified, aas shown in F
Figure 4, with 58%
divided beetween the age group of 27 too 38 years andd 39 to 50 yearss.

Figure 4. Age group off consumers off electric bicyccles
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

mer purchasingg power, it is observed, accoording to Figuure 5, that incoome is an influuential factor in the
On consum
consumptiion of this good
g
since, am
mong 31 connsumers, 20 hhave income above three minimum wages,
representinng 64.5% of thhe sample.
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Figuure 5. Electric bicycle consuumer income
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

Still, in thee scenario of consumers
c
of eelectric bicyclees, they were aasked about theeir knowledge of the term rev
verse
logistics. T
Table 3 show
ws that 58.1% of consumerss do not know
w the term. T
The result wass no different than
expected aas the term is known
k
to be sppecific, and thee subject is relaatively new in social discusssions.
Table 3. K
Knowledge of reverse
r
logisticcs
Are you
u familiar with th
he term “reverse logistics”?
Yes
13
441.9%
No
18
558.1%
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

Among thee 38.7% who already
a
neededd to discard thee battery, 45.4% discarded hhousehold wastte, environmen
ntally
incorrect ddisposal, as illuustrated in Figuure 6.

Disposal formss used
Figure 6. D
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

Figure 7 sshows that 13 individuals w
within the sampple sought infoormation on hhow to perform
m the disposal.. The
most effecctive form of thhe search was a website withh 61.5% of thee sample, folloowed by techniical assistance with
38.4% andd SCS (Custom
mer Service) w
with 23%.
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F
Figure 7. Meanns of informatiion search
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

Table 4 shhows that althhough 54.8% know the connsequences for health and tthe environmeent, a considerable
portion, 455.2%, does nott know.
Table 4. K
Knowledge of thhe consequencces
D
Do you know aboout the harmful cconsequences to tthe environment, the incorrect dissposal of electric batteries?
Y
Yes
17
54.8%
N
No
14
45.2%
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

On legislaation, 83.9% arre unaware; seee Figure 8. Thhis fact shouldd be circumvennted through thhe disseminatio
on of
informatioon.

Figure 8. Knoowledge of leggislation
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

In Figure 9, 58.1% of consumers
c
claaimed to be a decisive factoor for buying; the company worried abou
ut the
disposal off the product after
a
consumpttion.
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Figure 9. Considerationn of decisive fa
factor (consum
mers)
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

In this surrvey, the potenntial market is equivalent to 45.4% of the total sample oof 238 responddents, accordin
ng to
Figure 10.

Figure 100. Intention to buy
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

Table 5 shhows that 71..3% consider a decisive faactor, proving that the com
mpany is in acccordance with
h the
legislationn and can attracct new consum
mers, being a diifferential in thhe market.
Table 5. Innfluence of corrporate behaviior
Iss it a decisive facttor for your purchase to know thaat the manufacturrer cares about the correct dispossal of your
prroduct after conssumption?
Yees
67
71.3%
No
27
28.7%
Source: Prepared by the authorrs.

5. Conclussion
This papeer analyzed thhe communicaation of reverrse logistics pprograms of B
Brazil’s choseen electric bic
cycle
manufactuurers. The survvey was done through the m
messages dissseminated by tthe company’ss channels and
d the
consumer perspective, inn addition to sttudying a posssible competitivve advantage.
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Based on the survey data, the website is the most sought-after channel by consumers to obtain information,
although none of the websites presented reports from existing reverse logistics programs. It was clearly and
easily accessible; it was not informed about the disposal or recycling of batteries. Communication management
does not occur efficiently, and the results prove that most did in household waste among consumers who have
already discarded their batteries.
On the stakeholders, it was noticed that the officials and authorized distributors did not receive training adapted
to go over again the necessary information to the consumers and to the one who has the intention of purchase,
demonstrating that the communication must go beside the consumers since they all are affected by the lack of
knowledge of the information of the internal clients. The latter should contribute to the effectiveness of
Integrated Marketing Communication.
The non-existence of reverse logistics programs in manufacturing companies can be circumvented by hiring
outsourced companies that can perform the adequacy of the contractor legislation. However, it does not absolve
the responsibility of the company to train its employees responsible for the service channels so that more
efficient communication management occurs.
The majority of consumers, 58.1% of the sample, and possible buyers, 71.3%, consider a decisive factor in their
purchase to know that manufacturers companies care about the correct disposal of their product after
consumption.
There is no unified message, facilitating consumers’ understanding and awareness and not allowing new buyers
to be attracted to competitive advantage. In this way, it is found that the chosen manufacturers do not operate
their communication channels efficiently and are not in accordance with the current legislation.
Marketing, by integrating with sustainability, offers something beyond the construction of a responsible image
for society. This provides information to the consumer and on the subject of reverse logistics is an effective
means of environmental awareness, stimulating sustainable actions.
Future research should consider the integration of communication with monetary incentives. Individuals respond
positively to a stimulus for their behavior change when considering their costs low. This is probably the case
with the return of after-consumption batteries by the consumer. Thus, a communication that informs how it can
forward its post-consumer waste and values its participation in assisting the reduction of socio-environmental
damage, together with some economic incentives, would increase the return of electric batteries, also make
faithful the consumer in a purchase situation of a new battery or bike.
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